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Abstract
One of the popular topics in hybrid power generation is how to optimize the operation and performance of systems considering the behavior of different input variabilities and characteristics of power generation including customers load
fluctuation. In optimization problems, several objective functions within certain constraints have been reviewed, for instance to minimize the gas carbon emission, to reduce the fuel cost consumption for power generation, to maximize the
capacity of renewable energy sources in hybrid power generation and so on. To achieve the solution for the optimization
problems, several computational methods and techniques based on mathematical numeric approaches, artificial computational techniques and meta-heuristic techniques have been proposed. This paper would like to investigate more detailed
about the multi-objectives optimization techniques in hybrid power generation for the reasons of popularity of techniques
in recent years. In future, the fast and accurate computational capabilities with simple algorithms are expecting to play
important role for the solution of multi-objective optimization tasks in hybrid power generation.
Keywords: Multi-objectives optimization, hybrid power generation, conventional computational method, intelligent techniques, metaheuristic approaches.

____________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Introduction
The power generation based renewable energy sources are
the prominent solution for increasing energy demand, energy
shortage and environmental issues. The electricity demand is
well known triggered by the escalating of population and
economic activity growth. Increase the activities in socioeconomy has emergence the need of energy. The rapid
growth in energy demand has triggered the increase in
greenhouse gas emission to atmosphere and potentials rise in
fuel price. These were the motivation of renewable energy
utilization. However, the renewable energy sources have
certain drawbacks, such as fluctuated output generation and
highly depending on the environmental climate conditions.
Therefor the combination with conventional power generation in hybrid forms is recommended. To maximize the benefits of hybrid systems, a complex design, planning and control optimization method is required [1]. Significance of
renewable technology in hybrids systems have been reviewed with the focus on energy shortage and future sustainability. The review covers the potential of sources, structure design including the power electronics involved, energy
management and the future vision of integrated power generation [2].
Several reasons why the paradigm of hybrid power generation is increasing nowadays. The increase in electricity
energy demand and the price of fossil fuels could be the
prominent reasons, especially to the industrial load and the
existence of electricity market where the price is volatile.
Therefore, the hybrid power generation systems may solve
the price market instability regarding the energy provision to
industrial load through the optimization of uncertainty pool
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rate [3]. In order to support the development of hybrid systems, an innovative optimization based assessment tool of
hybrid power generation for optimum configuration is importantly designed. The performance index is designed
based the double-step performance based economic and
environmental assessment within the influences of governmental regulation and social impacts [4]. In this respect, the
economic assessment includes cost of electricity, energy
excess percentage, and operating life cycle indicators.
Meanwhile, the environmental assessment covers the renewable contribution, renewable source availability and environmental impact indicators.
Increase in electricity demand due to the world population and economic growth. Renewable energy comes to
solve the potentials of energy crisis and to avoid environmental degradation. However, the energy needs from renewable energy is limited by the stochastic nature of energy
sources and technical-economical optimization problems.
This limitation can be minimized by the combinational operation with conventional generation systems in the form of
hybrid operation [5]. The hybrid power generation is always
overlooked by the efficiency and techno-economic feasibility [6]. The energy and distribution management systems
provide control for the hybrid energy sources including the
prediction of sources utilization. The prediction and estimation in hybrid power generation could be from the views of
resource potential, technology, efficiency and load patterns.
This approach is taken to have optimal utilization of renewable energy sources in hybrid power generation in terms of
technical and economic feasibility. In addition, hybrid power
generation is the solution for the increasing in global energy
consumption, while the conventional energy sources facing
the limitation of energy supply [7]. However, operation the
renewable energy supply is unreliable and unstable with the
output energy fluctuation. The hybrid energy systems are
commonly reviewed for the perspectives of challenges and
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utilization, stability improvement in energy supply and optimization strategy to minimize the operational cost and carbon gas reduction.
Optimization tasks are highly important to expect the
competitions of hybrid power generation to single conventional power generation system. The operation hybrid system is rather complex, that is way the management strategy
framework for the operation can be approached by a rolling
time horizon philosophy [8]. The hybrid power generation
system design is complex because it needs to deal with high
number of parameters [9]. The optimal configuration should
not depend on only specific performance index. Otherwise,
it leads to the misoperation and incorrect configuration. The
sizing and optimal performance of hybrid system should be
measured with powerful performance index that covers loss
of power probability, energy excess percentage and cost of
energy. Therefore, the hybrid system is another important
option for power generation regarding the technical, economic and environmental benefits. The optimal scheduling
strategy of different power generation is implemented for the
economic and environmental benefits within the technical
limitation [10].
As an example, solar and wind energy are the most potential renewable energy sources that can be integrated to
supply the electricity of remote area. The sources can be
found freely and have less impact to the environment. The
most common challenge of the hybrid solar and wind power
system is to find the technical and economic benefits in the
form of optimal systems in terms of maximum sizing and
minimum operational cost. In addition, optimization problems may consider the compromise solution between the
hybrid system reliability and system costs [11]. The optimization method of PV wind hybrid power generation for optimal size and location is presented taking into account deficiency of power supply probability, relative excess power
generated, unutilized energy probability, life cycle cost, level of energy cost and life cycle unit cost of overall systems
with energy storage [12].
The optimal techno-economic stand-alone hybrid power
generation based photovoltaic system, fuel cell and battery
systems is developed to meet the daily load demand. The
investigation is focused on the reliability loss power index,
economic sizing based cost of energy [13]. The optimum
system configuration is obtained with finding the trade-off
between investment cost and power reliability. The approach
is very similar to the hybrid systems configuration of photovoltaic system, methanol fuel cell (MFC) and electricity
storage systems to meet daily load demand. The optimization algorithm solves the optimal performance on main power generator, charging and discharging battery systems, hybrid power management strategy and economic power dispatch [14]. Under stochastic operational condition, the optimal design and operation of hybrid systems with hydrogen
storage can be achieved with development power management for different ways of power dispatch [15]. In this respect, the optimization method is deployed to find the optimal parameters affect the system performance.
Indeed, Due to the hybrid power generation system is
composed from different type of energy sources, it is difficult to obtain the optimal configuration, optimal location,
optimal operational cost and other multi objectives. Therefore, the optimization technique is deployed to solve such
kind of problems. The main point of optimized hybrid power
generation is how to reduce the operational cost and increase
the power generation. The topic has been intensively reviewed according the optimization method and algorithm

including the tool for renewable energy optimization [16],
[17]. This paper attempts to provide clear information regarding the optimization techniques to increase and to maximize the hybrid power generation systems paradigm that
has been proposed in scientific literature. It is important
approach in order to support the research and development
of hybrid power generation system for the future fulfilment
energy demand. More detail information regarding the optimization techniques and other aspects of hybrid power generation are provided in the following section.
2. Numerical Methods
The conventional methods for solving the optimization problems in hybrid power generation are still attracted by some
researchers (Table 1). The approach to find the solution of
problems is basically following the mathematical model
solving with numerical method and analysis with sometimes
come up with statistical assumption. For instance, the mathematical model of hybrid power system based wind power
and pump hydro storage including diesel generator that supplies remote area is presented. The formulated model is
solved by the mixed-integer linear program for the optimization problems include the minimization of diesel fuel consumption and to determine the optimal number of wind turbines, size of the upper water reservoir, and
charge/discharge rates of the pump hydro storage system
[18]. Similar method is utilized for optimal scheduling is
performed with solution based mixed-integer linear programming to increase the generation plan and reduce the
wind speed curtailment in hybrid power based concentrated
solar thermal with heat storage and electric heater and wind
power [19]. With this method, the hybrid systems may improve the flexibility of operational scheduling in the case of
wind power connection due to the low wind speed conditions.
The integration of power generation systems that utilizes
net energy concept consider technical, economical, socio as
well as environmental aspects. The paper presents the integrated analytical hierarchy process for the optimal design of
hybrid power generation. The conventional optimization is
used to minimize the cost, while the analytical hierarchy
process is performed for decision making problems [20]. It
is obtained that the technical-economy aspects depend on the
quantitative parameters, while socio-environment depends
on the criteria of system planning and future system utilization. However, the optimal design configuration of hybrid
power system connected to the grid depend on several aspects, such as uncertainty of socio-economic and environmental variables, technical problems and government attentions. These aspects are not easy tasks. Therefore, the optimization technique based on Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is presented with the optimization target of
reduction of gas emission, total cost and social satisfactory
[21]. The research is supported by several analyses, such as
uncertainty, probability and sensitivity for different parameters.
One reason of increasing the hybrid power generation is
to anticipate the global climate changes and to solve the
future energy shortage. New paradigm of clean energy natural gas and renewable energy is proposed to investigate the
combination operation scenarios are more attractive in some
cases. It is due to the solar and wind energy have intermittent output and somewhat unreliable to generate electricity
independently, also the natural gas price is sometimes unsta144
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ble. The important target of this research is to balancing the
power generation in terms of reliability and flexibility and
dispatch-ability obtained through comparative analysis
based combination of data analysis system and paradigm
theory [22]. As results, the hybrid system with abundance
source of wind and solar energy may improve the system
Table 1. Summary of numerical methods
Hybrid Models
Numerical Methods
Wind-pumped-storage
Mixed-integer linear program
Wind-concentrated solar
power
Diesel-hybrid
power
generations
Photovoltaic
systemwind turbine
Wind and solar power
with natural gas
Biomass gasifier, solar
PV and battery system
Hybrid solar energy
based beta-type Stirling
engine
Photovoltaic–fuel
cell
(PVFC) systems with
battery systems
Diesel system – renewable energy sources

Analytical hierarchy process
Multi criteria decision analysis
Combination of data analysis
system and paradigm theory
Sensitivity analysis
Generic non-linear identification based knowledge
model
Generic mathematical programming model based temporal flexibility index
Sparse matrices and linear
programming algorithms

efficiency and reduce the carbon emission and other pollutants. Meanwhile, for the cost-effective sizing of battery
including the capacity of biomass systems integrated in distributed power generation, the sensitivity analysis can be
taken based realistic load profile [23].

Optimization Tasks
Minimization of diesel fuel consumption and determine optimal number of wind turbines, size of
the upper water reservoir, and charge/discharge
rates of the pump hydro storage system
Optimal scheduling to increase generation plan
and reduce the wind speed curtailment
Decision making problems

Refs.
[18]

Reduction of gas emission, total cost and social
satisfactory
Balancing the power generation in terms of reliability and flexibility and dispatch-ability
Cost-effective sizing of battery and capacity of
biomass systems
Evaluation of dynamics parameters of thermodynamic process of thermal engines

[21]

Optimal performance of photovoltaic system and
fuel cell in realistic environment and uncertain
disturbance
Optimal design capacity and operation planning

[25]

The thermodynamic engines become important aspects
in the increasing utilization of solar based electric power
generation. In this work, the scheme of generic non-linear
identification based knowledge model can be used to evaluate the dynamics parameters of thermodynamic process of
thermal engines [24]. The proposed model is generally suitable for simulation and control design of power generation
with thermal engine. Similar approach with generic mathematical programming model based temporal flexibility index
is utilized for the hybrid generation process [25]. In this
case, the performance of photovoltaic system and fuel cell in
realistic environment and uncertain disturbance taking the
fluctuation of energy supply and demand is evaluated.
Meanwhile, the optimization method to match the hourly
supply and demand for one-year operation of hybrid power
generation is investigated for the optimal design capacity
and operation planning. Because the number of data is overloaded, the sparse matrices and linear programming algorithms with linear constraints are introduced to reduce the
computational time [26].

[19]
[20]

[22]
[23]
[24]

[26]

of hybrid power generation with the objective function to
minimize the operational cost to meet the load demand of
isolated area. The solution is determined with swarm intelligent technique called grey wolf optimizer which follows the
leadership hierarchy and hunting mechanism in finding the
optimal condition [28]. The proposed method is fast convergence, lower cost and superior capability than that of in other intelligent methods. The summary of intelligent techniques for solving the optimization problems is provided in
Table 2.
3.1. Neural Network
Amongst the intelligent techniques, the artificial neural network is one of the most popular methods of solving the optimization problems in hybrid power generations. In this
case, artificial neural network has been widely used in the
area modeling, simulation and control of renewable energy
systems due to the easy implementation [29]. The artificial
intelligence method is used for practical design and dynamic
based intelligent control strategy for the automatic hybrid
system performance to meet the power demand of single
remote housing application [30]. The optimum configuration
of hybrid systems is achieved with extensive data prediction
using artificial neural network and validated with root mean
square error method [31]. It is due to the hybrid combination
of hydro power with wind and solar energy might solve the
hydro problems regarding the limited social and environmental aspects, especially when the water flow rate decreases during specific period.
In terms of utilization of artificial neural network for
intelligent control, the real power control is proposed as the
control systems for hybrid power generation. The proposed
method includes the application of radial basis function
(RBF) neural network to track the optimum power of solar

3. Intelligent Techniques
There are so many previous research of optimization techniques of sizing and design the hybrid power generation in
scientific literature. Mostly the previous research methods
proposed the intelligent techniques algorithm, since they
require less computational time and effort, fast convergence
and offer low error performance compared to the conventional optimization techniques [27]. The intelligent system
method for the optimal operation of hybrid systems is commonly presented in order to improve the efficiency output of
renewable energy. An extensive example of intelligent techniques over other numerical techniques is the optimal sizing
145
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array and improve Elman neural network (ENN) to determine the pitch angle control of wind power [32]. The proposed method is simulated with dynamic simulation based
Matlab software environment. In addition, the adaptive neural network model based back propagation algorithm is implemented as the supervisory controller for hybrid PV micro-grid systems [33]. In this case, the input-output data
training is taken from the non-linear model behavior of hybrid system in order to achieve the optimal performance and
high accuracy.

of the battery based on state of charge and generated energy
by the micro-turbine. The GA algorithm has been used to
optimize the performance of standalone hybrid power generation based combined heat and power generation [39]. The
objective of this study is to analyze the system cost and performance to meet both electric and heating loads. In addition, the energy management system for hybrid power generation based wind-solar and bioethanol for fuel cell systems
is presented. The optimal sizing of stand-alone hybrid system is calculated with genetic algorithm under different load
according historical climate conditions [40].

3.2. Evolutionary Computing
The evolutionary computing techniques are also attracted
much attention in solving the non-linearity characteristic of
hybrid power generation. The intelligent algorithm and automatic operation for optimal management of hybrid systems is presented taking into account genetic algorithms
combined with fuzzy logic system [34]. More specifically,
the hybrid intelligent computational approaches may overcome the limitation and burden on single method. These
algorithms are utilized for the optimal connection energy
storage device and energy sources connected to the grid to
meet the load demand. In other cases, the dynamic behavior
and simulation of stand-alone hybrid power generation is
presented taking the genetic algorithm for economic analysis
[35]. The other methods of Lyapunov model with feedback
linearization is used to obtain the maximum energy of wind
power. Then, a fuzzy logic controller compared with the
adaptive control is applied for the overall system performance to supply load demand. In addition, a supervisory
control is implemented for the maximum energy capture and
energy consumption for the whole system performance.
The multi-objective optimization is the main consideration to obtain the optimal performance of hybrid power generation. In this case, the hybrid systems based fuel cell and
gas turbine is modeled and analyzed from thermal, economic
and environmental perspectives. The genetic algorithm is
utilized as the multi objective optimization to determine the
optimal parameters of system design taking the objective
functions of exergy efficiency, total costs rate of the system
and social cost of air pollution [36]. Also, the sensitivity
analysis is deployed to investigate the effects of fuel cost
fluctuation in the Pareto optimal solutions and corresponding parameters. The optimum design in the perspectives of
different economic and environmental performance of hybrid power generation based solar and wind energy is presented with Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm to
provide decision support mechanism to solve the multiobjective problems [37]. The multi-objective optimization
task are the minimum system total cost and maximum reliability, while the uncertainty problems is solved by the innovative method called Chance Constrained Programming
(CCP) and validated by Monte Carlo simulation.
The dynamic modeling, simulation, control and energy
management system of stand-alone hybrid power generation
is presented with genetic algorithm to obtain the efficient
and economical operation of renewable energy source, optimal capacity of hybrid systems based on economic analysis
[38]. The power consumption model of micro-turbine considers the least square estimation algorithm for economic
analysis, while the maximum energy extraction from wind
power utilizes the Lyapunov model with adaptive feedback
linearization and indirect space vector control. In addition, a
supervisory controller is designed for energy management
between the maximum energy captured from the wind turbine and consumed energies of the load, dump load, energy

3.3.
Swarm Intelligence
The solving of multi-objective optimization problems in
hybrid power generation by the swarm intelligence approaches is getting popular in recent years. It is due to the
hybrid systems with renewable energy may support the fulfillment capacity of energy demand due to the increasing in
energy demand. The optimal performance improvement of
stand-alone hybrid power systems connected to distribution
systems with the objective function of the minimum total
losses, voltage deviation including gas emission and maximum energy index are investigated. Also, the reduction in
terms of combined cost and emissions after energy purchased from the grid and the energy generated by distributed
generation units is obtained utilizing Multi-Objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) algorithm within the
contradicting objectives [41]. Similarly, the optimal sizing
of stand-alone hybrid power generation of photovoltaic systems, wind energy and battery system with both single and
multiple objectives optimization technique is solved based
on GA-PSO and MOPSO, respectively [41]. The target of
this study is to find the minimum costs of initial instalment,
operation and maintenance and replacement systems within
the fulfilment of load demand. The results with HOMER
software is also used to validate the results from these two
methods.
Multi-objective optimization problems are commonly
with the objective functions of operating costs, efficiency
and lifetime of the devices which can be simplified into single objective function by the energy management system
approaches. In this case, the energy management for optimum operation of hybrid grid connected systems of photovoltaic system, wind power with battery and hydrogen systems are solved with PSO method [43]. The combination
between the PSO and GA algorithms is used for the multiobjective optimization hybrid power generation performance
based solar thermal heliostat field and gas turbine [44].
Meanwhile, the combination between game theory and PSO
algorithm have been used to increase the use of renewable
energy source and improve the energy efficiency on both
supply and demand within the tight competition on both
price and quantity of electricity energy sector. The provision
of decision support tools for long term strategic plan within
dynamic operational condition may be useful for planning
approach and strategic efficiency [45].
Multi-agent based energy coordination control system
for grid connected hybrid power systems is designed to
solve the challenges of low operation efficiency, poor stability, and complex decision making. The optimal energy distribution is solved with PSO algorithm taking into account
of self-constraints and control objective for the global energy optimization [46]. For the application of robust control,
the PSO algorithm is used for tracking the global maximum
point of photovoltaic systems and new algorithm is developed as supervisory control to determine the set point con146
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trol [47]. The optimal set point is highest voltage and lower
current that provide the same power output. Therefore, the
optimization performance of control technique is utilized for
the target of high accuracy and reducing power loses.
The power generation with renewable energy sources is
considered as the promising solution for the environmental
and energy shortage issues. The hybrid power generation
offers the solution of climate change obstacles, permit better
reliability, and reduction of cost energy. The optimal sizing
of hybrid power generation is the common consideration for
the optimal operation condition. In this case, the PSO algorithm for optimal design and sizing within the minimum cost
of generated energy and particular reliability index [48].
Similarly, the optimal design of hybrid power generation is
proposed with PSO algorithm to minimize the total system
cost, reliability index based loss of load probability and carbon emission [49]. The results of proposed method are compared with the HOMER software in terms of cost reduction
during disconnected and unmet load conditions, and the
yearly cost of diesel generator.
The review of hybrid power generation is presented in
terms of configuration, control strategy, techno-economic
analysis and social effect in order to provide comprehensive
understanding in hybrid design and control in the real system practice. With using the homer software and PSO algorithm, it reveals that hybrid system has the most logical solution for optimal COE, renewable fraction, maximum renewable penetration, levelized cost, operating cost, mean electrical efficiency, and emission reduction [50]. Meanwhile, the
transient performance of hybrid system integrated with
thermal unit is investigated with optimized parameters by a
novel craziness-based PSO with wavelet mutation for the
optimal and robust control performance [51].
The management of hybrid power systems is investigated from different optimization techniques for load sharing
contributing from available generating systems within specified constraints. The optimization techniques are Imperialist
Competitive Algorithm (ICA), Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO), Quantum behaved Particle Swarm Optimization
(QPSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), and Cuckoo Optimization Algorithm (COA) [52]. To achieve the optimal

performance, the control strategy is deployed for the ratio of
energy production over energy consumption. The economic
feasibility of hybrid power generation is investigated with
the targets of net present cost, levelized cost of energy,
amount of carbon gas emissions, and the fulfilment of load
demand at different environmental conditions. The multiobjective optimization is performed with ACO algorithm to
reduce cost, emissions, and a combined solution between
cost and emissions in different fuel options [53]. The method
is compared with GA, PSO and HOMER software.
3.4. Fuzzy Systems
The fuzzy logic systems are commonly implemented to find
the optimal control solution in hybrid power generation. For
instances in hybrid fuel cell and battery system, different
layers of control strategy for active power flow is presented
using on-line power management by a hierarchical hybrid
controller. In this case, the supervisory control to capture all
possible operation modes and advance fuzzy control for
power splitting switch between power generations [54].
Then, local controller is implemented to obtain the best performance within acceptable operation index. In other approaches, the hybrid systems based fuel cell and battery is
potentially to increase the energy conversion efficiency and
the dynamic system response. The fuzzy logic algorithm is
used to obtain the fuel cell output according to the external
power requirement and status of battery operation. For this
purpose, the if-then rules of fuzzy logic system is utilized for
the energy management control of hybrid systems [55].
The optimization of hybrid power generation based solar
and wind energy is presented to minimize the annual cost to
satisfy the reliability constraints. The high resolution model
based fuzzy inference systems is used to evaluate the active
components and domestic energy consumption [56]. The
reliability constraint called seasonal loss of load probability
ratio is introduced to obtain the accurate sizing of hybrid
systems. Meanwhile, the optimal location for the hybrid
wind and solar energy is discussed in terms of economic,
social, geological and natural disaster criteria. Data and hybrid rank utilization is analyzed with fuzzy system methods
[57].

Table 2. Summary of Artificial Intelligence Methods
Hybrid Models
Intelligent MethVariants
ods
PV systems-wind
energy
Artificial neural network
Photovoltaic–
micro wind systems
Neural Network
Solar-wind power
RBF & Elman network
& diesel-engine
PV-microgrid
Adaptive neural network
systems
Wind turbineGenetic algorithm with
photovoltaic panfuzzy logic systems
els & battery
bank
Wind turbine,
Genetic algorithm with
microturbine,
Lyapunov model
Evolutionary Comsolar array &
puting
battery storage
Wind turbine, PV
Non-dominated Sorting
panel & battery
genetic algorithm
bank
Solid oxide fuel
Genetic algorithm
147

Tasks

Refs.

Modeling, simulation and control

[29]

Optimum configuration

[31]

Real power control

[32]

Supervisory controller

[33]

Optimal connection energy storage device and energy sources

[34]

Economic analysis

[35]

Multi-objective parameters optimization

[37]

Multi-objective parameters optimization

[36]
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cell–gas turbine
Offshore wind
turbine, tidal turbine, microturbine & lead
acid battery storage
PV-combustion
engines
Wind–solar energy and bioethanol
fuel cell systems
Photovoltaic panels, wind turbine
generators, batteries & diesel generator
Photovoltaic panels, wind turbines, and battery
Solar energy &
combustion gas
turbine cycle
Hybrid renewable
energy sources
Thermal power
plant, wind turbine generators,
aqua electrolyzer,
fuel cells, diesel
engine generator,
flywheel energy
storage system &
battery energy
storage system
Wind turbine and
photovoltaic with
battery & fuel cell
and electrolyzer.
Photovoltaicwind energy systems
PV panel, diesel
generator & battery banks
Wind–
photovoltaic energy storage
power
PV systems as a
part of hybrid
power generation
Hybrid microgrid
systems
Battery bank and
a solid oxide fuel
cell
Fuel cells and
batteries systems
Photovoltaicwind turbinebattery banks
Wind-solar plant
Photovoltaic, fuel

Efficient and economical operation of
renewable energy source and optimal
capacity

[38]

Optimal performance

[39]

Optimal sizing

[40]

Multi-Objective Particle
Swarm Optimization
(MOPSO)

Optimal performance

[41]

Multi-Objective Particle
Swarm Optimization
(MOPSO)
PSO and GA

Minimum cost

[42]

Optimal performance

[44]

PSO and game theory

decision support tools for long term
strategic plan
Optimal configuration
Optimal and robust control performance

[45]

Optimal operation of grid hybrid power
generation

[43]

optimal design and sizing

[48]

Minimum total cost

[49]

Optimal energy distribution

[46]

Supervisory control

[47]

ACO

Minimum cost and emission

[53]

Fuzzy control system

Supervisory control

[54]

Fuzzy logic system

Energy management control

[55]

Fuzzy inference system

Evaluation of active components and
domestic energy consumption

[56]

Fuzzy system
Fuzzy Sliding control

Optimal location
Sharing power flow control

[57]
[58]

PSO and HOMER software
PSO with wavelet mutation

[50]
[51]

Swarm Intelligence

PSO

Fuzzy systems

148
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cell & battery
energy storage
Wind energy,
photovoltaic systems, battery, fuel
cell & electrolyzer
Wind turbine,
photovoltaic,
diesel engine,
fuel-cell, aqua
electrolyzer and
other energy storage devices: battery, flywheel &
ultra-capacitor

Fuzzy logic controller

Improved hybrid performance

[59]

Fractional order fuzzy control

Improved control performance

[60]

Fuzzy system is implemented in modeling and control of
hybrid power sources based PV, fuel cell and battery storage
in micro-grid systems is presented in the provision of both
real and reactive power to grid network. The method is
based on the fuzzy sliding control mode to control power
flow by power sharing controller as the control strategy of
different power sources [58]. Similarly, the power management system of stand-alone hybrid power generation is improved with fuzzy logic controller through water cycle algorithm. The hybrid power system consists of wind power,
photovoltaic systems as primary energy sources, while battery, fuel cell and electrolyzer as energy storage systems.
The optimization issues in this study are focused on the operation and maintenance cost and reliability system. The
proposed method is compared with PSO and non-optimized
fuzzy logic controller [59]. To improve the control performance, the operation of hybrid power systems is investigated with a novel fractional order fuzzy control where its parameters are tuned with PSO algorithm augmented with two
chaotic maps. The proposed method is superior to the conventional PID controller in terms of system parameter variation and rate constraint nonlinearity following the operational characteristics of hybrid power generation components
[60].

solutions in hybrid power generation problems, such as
power quality, system stability and reliability in distribution
network. In this respect, the optimization method with metaheuristic optimization algorithm called whale and sine cosine methods is robust to obtain the optimal design of the
system for minimizing the total annual cost and system
emissions [61]. Similarly, the complexity strategy of multiobjective optimization problem for standalone hybrid power
generation for remote community energy services is presented with crow search algorithm [62]. The objective functions
are total net present cost, carbon gas emission and loss of
power supply probability within cost-effective, clean and
reliable power supply. Effectiveness of the method is compared with multi-objective PSO.
The optimal sizing and configuration of hybrid power
generation are another challenge for the optimal operation.
The optimal sizing and design of standalone hybrid power
generation is investigated with the objective function of minimum life cycle costs within the constraints of number of
batteries, photovoltaic area, swept area of wind turbines and
fuel consumption of biodiesel generator. The optimization
method is based on metaheuristic approach called hybrid
harmony search-simulated annealing method [63]. Similarly,
the optimal sizing method of hybrid power generation is
performed considering the strong combination between the
intermittent energy resources, the storage capacity and load
demand. The metaheuristic technique is introduced for optimization problems called Firefly algorithm considering the
load dissatisfaction rate criteria and the electricity cost indicator for power reliability and cost of systems [64].

4. Meta-heuristic Optimization Techniques
The meta-heuristic methods in solving the complexity and
non-linearity characteristics of hybrid power generation are
attracted attention (Table 3). It is due to the urgent of finding
Table 3. Summary of meta-heuristic approaches
Hybrid Models
Meta-heuristic
approaches
Wind turbines, PV whale and sine cosine
arrays,
battery methods
banks & gas turbines

Tasks

Objective functions

Refs.

Optimal design of hybrid power generation

Minimizing the total annual cost and
system emissions

[61]

Photovoltaic system-diesel generator

crow search algorithm

Reduction in total net
present cost, carbon gas
emission and loss of
power supply probability

Cost-effective, clean and reliable
power supply

[62]

Wind, photovoltaic,
biodiesel & battery
systems

Hybrid harmony searchsimulated annealing

Optimal sizing and design

Minimum life cycle costs

[63]
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PV, wind power &
storage devices

Firefly algorithm

Optimal sizing and performance

Maximum reliability and minimum
cost

[64]

Wind-PV systems

Biogeography
Based
Optimization
Teaching-learning based
optimization

Optimal sizing and operational strategy
Optimal design and
energy management

Minimum total cost

[66]

Minimum total net present cost

[67]

Photovoltaic panels,
wind turbine &
fuel cell

An efficient heuristic method based decision support
system tools is used to enable effective and efficient energy
management of hybrid power generation [65]. The proposed
method is able to solve the main problems of hybrid systems, such as intermittent output power in cost-effective way
of renewable energy sources, unknown load demand, and
volatile and uncertain conditions of power grid. For instance,
the Biogeography Based Optimization (BBO) algorithm is
implemented for the optimal sizing and operational strategy
of hybrid photovoltaic and wind power for rural energy application [66]. The main target of optimization is to reduce
the total cost within the energy availability. The proposed
method has the good convergence, fast computational effort
and avoiding the convergence in the local optimum points.
In addition, the intelligent flower pollination algorithm
based the optimal design and energy management of hybrid
power generation systems is implemented to minimize the
total net present cost. The reliability index for the system,
for instances loss of energy expected and loss of load
expected are evaluated as the technical constraints.
Regarding the optimal decision variable, the proposed
method has better convergence and reliability, lower cost
compared with teaching-learning based optimization
(TLBO), particle swarm optimization (PSO) methods [67].

power management strategy (I-PMS) is proposed to improve
the utilization of the battery bank and avoid the loss of power supply [70]. An economic and environmental multiobjective size optimization (EEMSO) problem for HPG
systems subject to constraints of battery capacity, energy
supply and component size is effectively solved by a multiobjective line-up competition algorithm (MLUCA).
The reason of intensive utilization hybrid power generation is to reduce the atmosphere gas emission since the use
of clean renewable energy sources. However, the optimal
configuration of hybrid systems due to the power combination is difficult. There could be many factors that influence
the hybrid power performance. The optimal parameters are
Levelised Cost of Energy and Loss of Power Supply Probability [71]. These factors are influenced by the load demand,
wind speed, global irradiance, ambient temperature and battery bank capacity that need to be identified with multiobjective optimization techniques.
For these reasons, multi-objective optimization model is
proposed to determine the optimal size of stand-alone hybrid
power generation with the main target is to minimize life
cycle cost and carbon gas emission [72]. The constraint for
this optimization model are power production by the system
components, system reliability and operation stare of battery
bank. In addition, multi-objective optimization based combining the techniques of mixing design of experiments, normal boundary intersection and analysis of super efficiency
using data envelopment analysis are utilized for the optimal
hybrid configuration [73].

5. Future Trends with Multi-Objective Optimization
Techniques
The multi-objective optimization technique in hybrid power
generation is getting popular for the solution of more than
one objective function [68]. Since the objective function is
sometimes contradictory, the solution has many Paretooptimal solution and requires trade-off between objectives,
optimal decision variable and trends. Multi-objective optimization technique with Pareto analysis to obtain the optimal configuration has been used in thermal based hybrid
power generation [69]. For instance, the capacity optimization of hybrid power generation has been improved by several optimization techniques. For instance, an improved
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